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Performance data established using #20 / #16 bond 8 1/2" x 11" paper. Different paper qualities may yield different results.

®DAHLE CleanTEC® Shredder

NSA/CSS 02-01 Approved 
CleanTEC® Fine Dust Filtration

-Closed system collects up to 98% fine dust particles
-Provides cleaner, healthier work environment 

Automatic EvenFlow Lubricator
-Provides continuous oil across the cutting cylinders
-Ensures peak shredding performance

Precision Milled Cutting Cylinders
-Milled from a solid bar of German Solingen steel
-Ensures perfectly matched and aligned cylinders

SmartPower Energy Management
    -Reduces energy consumption automatically
    -Saves on electrical costs

German Engineered
    -Peace of mind- trouble free operation

Product Features

CleanTEC® 
Air Filter

Milled 
Cylinders

Sheet
Capacity

8       10

The DAHLE CleanTEC® 41534 is a 
high security shredder with an inter-
nal fine dust filter. It features a large 
38 gallon waste bin, 12" feed open-
ing, and  shreds paper to security lev-
el P-7 standards. This shredder offers 
numerous safety and convenience 
features and is NSA approved for 
NSA/CSS Specification 02-01.    

DAHLE CleanTEC®

Breathe easy while using the world's 
only shredder with a fine dust filter 
system. This integrated system per-
manently traps up to 98% of the fine 
dust, and provides a cleaner, healthi-
er work environment.

EvenFlow Lubricator
Just like any fine-tuned machine, 
your shredder needs to be properly 
oiled to run at peak performance. 
This DAHLE CleanTEC® is equipped 

with an EvenFlow Lubricator which 
provides slow, continuous oil across 
the entire cutting mechanism.

Precision Milled Cylinders
This shredder features solid cutting 
cylinders milled from a bar of Ger-
man Solingen steel. They’re perfect-
ly aligned in an all-steel frame and 
guaranteed for life. The result is a 
machine with strength, power and 
the ability to handle all of your data 
destruction needs.

SmartPower
This intuitive system reduces power 
consumption after ten minutes of 
sitting idle (sleep mode), and com-
pletely powers down after 30 min-
utes of inactivity. Dahle SmartPow-
er will appeal to those interested in 
conserving energy as well as reduc-
ing electrical costs.

The CleanTEC® filter traps up to 98% of the fine 
dust and provides a healthier work environment. 

The 1 gallon EvenFlow Lubricator provides 
continuous lubrication for peak performance.

SmartPower
Management  

German 
Engineered

EvenFlow 
Lubricator 

AUTOMATIC

DAHLE CleanTEC® Shredder
MODEL 41534 High Security Shredder

Feed
Width

Capacity
#20 / #16

Security
Level

Shred
Size

Waste
Volume

Speed
feet/min

Decibel Level

12" 8 / 10 P-7 1mm x 4.7mm 38 gal 23 f/m 52 dB

Special Features Warranty Dimensions Weight

Thermal 
Motor

Bin-Full 
Auto Off

DAHLE 
CleanTEC®

Automatic 
Oiler Shredder Cylinders

    2 years 1 year 21" x 29" x 34.5" 146 lbs
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